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Summary

The work presented in this thesis is centered around the idea of how one can

inject, transport and detect the electron’s spin in a two dimensional electron

gas (a semiconductor heterostructure). Metal based spintronic devices have

been established to be the easy way to implement spintronic concepts while the

semiconductor based spintronic devices lagged behind due to the fundamental

obstacle in injecting spins from ferromagnetic materials known as conductivity

mismatch. The possibility of the gate control of spin transport in the later

devices kept the interest of spin transport in semiconductors high. This interest

is motivated also by fundamental physics of electron’s spin (as in chapter 7 of this

thesis), physics which still raises questions with no definitive answer so far (the

so called ’0.7 structure’).

The initial goal of the research to be reported in this thesis was the physics

of spin transport in a gated two dimensional electrons gas. From the beginning

it proceeded two fold, with interest for both the low temperature devices where

transport is essentially ballistic and room temperature ones, where the transport

is diffusive. The way of injecting and detecting spins is different for the two cases

above: 1. the ballistic devices rely on the fact that large magnetic field lifts the

spin degeneracy in Quantum Point Contacts, allowing gate control of spin (even

though this type of device is in essence unipolar - spins of only one orientation can

be let through) and 2. the diffusive devices use ferromagnetic materials as sources

of spin (much as in the metallic spin valve systems). While in ballistic devices
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based on Quantum Point Contacts the conductivity mismatch is intrinsically

eliminated due to the fact that no metal/semiconductor junctions are used, in the

diffusive devices this problem was solved by connecting the ferromagnetic metal

electrodes sideways to the two dimensional electron gas and using the Schottky

barrier forming in such contact.

The Quantum Point Contact based devices studied throughout this thesis

are similar to the one described in chapter 4. The actual principle of operation

of this device for measurements of spin accumulation (all electrical) is described,

however, in chapter 5. The reason for this is that there were additional phenomena

arising during the experiments using the QPC based device. These additional

phenomena were resistance fluctuations (chapter 4) and the behavior of Quantum

Point Contacts in magnetic field, more precisely the way the spin resolved plateaus

depend on the geometry of the device (chapter 6). This chapter led to the

discovery of a new experimental feature of the 0.7 structure, which can bring

more insight into clarifying the origin of this puzzling effect.

The introducing chapter (1,2 and 3) suggest (especially chapter 2) the wide

range of physical concepts involved in understanding the experiments presented in

this thesis. They are followed by the reports of non-local detection of resistance

fluctuations in a four terminal quantum dot. While these results (where the

electron’s charge is the information carrier) have obvious connection with the

planned experiments (these fluctuations can mask the desired spin signals), they

are interesting on their own. They show that in a multi terminal quantum dot the

voltage probes couple to the electron’s wavefunction inside and they also induce

additional decoherence, which gets stronger when the coupling to the reservoirs

is stronger. The spin measurements in this four terminal dot are performed in

chapter 5. First a description based on theoretical models is given which suggests

measurable effects. The proof of concept experiments are shown later in this

chapter. The experiments were made difficult by the fact that the Quantum

Point Contacts defined on the surface of that particular wafer, had magnetic field

dependent behavior (the pinch-off voltage was dependent on magnetic field) and

shown no sign of spin resolved plateaus (which made controlling the settings of a

particular QPC for spin transport difficult). This fact raised the question about

the presence or absence of the spin resolved plateaux of a QPC in magnetic field.

To answer this question, investigation of QPC behavior with different sizes was

performed and the results are presented in chapter 6. There is a clear dependence

of the g-factor (which gives the magnitude of the Zeeman splitting) on the size

of the QPCs, with the g-factors being inverse proportional with the width of the

QPCs. These experiments motivated a more detailed insight into this type of
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physics. Chapter 7 presents such in depth analysis of g factors and the extracted

energy scales and shows a new feature, generated by 0.7 structure’s physics. These

results are in connection with the work of Erik Koop, who is pursuing further the

experiments using QPCs for spin transport. This new feature states that the

many-body electron physics which causes the spontaneous energy splitting of the

0.7 anomaly is related to a field-independent exchange effect that contributes to

spin splittings in high magnetic fields.

Spin transport in ferromagnetic metal/two dimensional electron gas are

presented in chapter 8, the last chapter of this thesis. Despite the efforts, no

spin signal was observed. The explanation could be that the junctions are rough

as a result of etching, which increases the electron’s spin scattering and therefore

is reducing the spin polarization.




